Demographic Forecasting

Demographic Forecasting introduces new statistical tools that can greatly improve forecasts of
population death rates. Mortality forecasting is used in a wide variety of academic fields, and
for policymaking in global health, social security and retirement planning, and other areas.
Federico Girosi and Gary King provide an innovative framework for forecasting
age-sex-country-cause-specific variables that makes it possible to incorporate more
information than standard approaches. These new methods more generally make it possible to
include different explanatory variables in a time-series regression for each cross section while
still borrowing strength from one regression to improve the estimation of all. The authors
show that many existing Bayesian models with explanatory variables use prior densities that
incorrectly formalize prior knowledge, and they show how to avoid these problems. They also
explain how to incorporate a great deal of demographic knowledge into models with many
fewer adjustable parameters than classic Bayesian approaches, and develop models with
Bayesian priors in the presence of partial prior ignorance. By showing how to include more
information in statistical models, Demographic Forecasting carries broad statistical
implications for social scientists, statisticians, demographers, public-health experts,
policymakers, and industry analysts. Introduces methods to improve forecasts of mortality
rates and similar variables Provides innovative tools for more effective statistical modeling
Makes available free open-source software and replication data Includes full-color graphics, a
complete glossary of symbols, a self-contained math refresher, and more
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Demographic Forecasting. During the last years, the world's population growth has been
greater than at any other time in its history. Whilst disparities in population growth remain,
low levels of fertility and continuous improvements in life expectancy are ageing the world's
population at an unprecedented rate. Demographic Forecasting and. Future Interstate Highway
System Demands. Guangqing Chi. Department of Agricultural Economics, Sociology, and
Education .
The Demographic Forecasting Project works to develop new models of predicting population
change in the light of the complex trends of the 21st Century. Demographic forecasting using
functional data analysis. Forecasting demographic change is difficult; accuracy depends on the
particular situation or trends, but it is not clear when a method will perform best. Estimates.
Approaches and developments in demographic and population forecasting since are reviewed.
Three approaches to forecasting demographic processes.
Section introduces the most common classifications of forecasting models for mortality.
Section is devoted to a brief historical review of parameterisation.
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All Stat Arch. ;70(1) [Theory and techniques of demographic forecasting]. [Article in
German]. Dinkel R. PIP: This paper focuses on theories and.
Statistical time series methods are combined with demographic models to produce plausible
long run forecasts of vital rates, with probability distributions.
This report was prepared by the Population Division of the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat. It is one of three reports.
Approaches and developments in demographic and population forecasting since are reviewed.
Three approaches to forecasting. Download Citation on ResearchGate A Review of
Demographic Forecasting Models for Mortality The goal of Chapter 1 is to describe and
comment on the.
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